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Wrestlemania results grades bleacher report

0 through 8Last the night WrestleMania was one that had more high and low points than any event I can remember. Some of the matches bleed us away, while others have fallen flat. That night featured exactly the number of matches we knew about heading into the event, where I hope WWE adds at
least one to there for good measure. In this slideshow, I'm going to take a look at each match with the classes based on the criteria of stimulation, energy to the crowd and execution. Daniel Bryan vs. Sheamus (D-) 1 at 8The only reason this didn't get an F is because it had the end result which I wanted to
go to the match. Sheamus came up with the world title, but it wasn't the way I think he expects WrestleMania moments to come down. The match opened the show, which is not always a bad sign for title matches, as it is a chance to get the excited crowd right off the bat, but this match didn't do so. After
Bryan gave his usual pre-match kiss to A.J., he rotated and got hit with Brogue's Kick to lose his title, in what might have been the fastest title loss in WrestleMania history. When I considered Sheamus won the Rumble this year, I hope WWE gives him a monster push going to Mania, but that didn't
happen and this match gave less attention than the IC title match. Kane vs. Randy Orton (B-)2 in 8This was a decent match, but I expect a much more brutal encounter given the history of both men who are well-documented likes of tortured their opponents during matches. While it wasn't the pull I
expected, I was happy with how the match went down with the result. Kane is getting the win probably shocked a lot of people, but I feel it was the right movement. WWE couldn't have a guy who they brought back with a revige gimmick and have him lost to Cena and then Orton at two straight fetids. He
needed to get out of the top—he beat the Viper he had what it takes. Orton put on a great show, and at the end he and Kane had a match that turned out better than I expected to go into the night. If Kane keeps this momentum going, then I could see a Kane/Sheamus feud for the title down the line. Big
Show vs. Code Rhodes (B-) 3 of the 8This match was one which I didn't have much of an opinion about heading into the night. I wasn't sure how it would go, who would win or what the type would be like. I said that I was very unusual fun on all front. Big Show won the match with a decisive victory, which
helped cement him as IC champion, while also breaking his losing streak at WrestleMania.Rhodes put on a good match, but I think he can pull something when his show hit him with a spear in mid-air, because he seemed to take his groin right away and seemed to give some sort of sign of the signing
raffle that he needed the match at the end. I hope Rhodes is OK, but for now, congratulated at Big Show.Kelly Kelly/Maria Menounos vs Eve/Beth Phoenix (C-) 4 of 8I they say the match with Divas was better i was hoping, mostly given that Maria Menounos had a well-documented injury to ribs. It actually
got in more ring time than I expected it, but the E! The host was clearly in pain before and after the match, as you could see his ugliness and it wasn't the drastic fireball we remember from his last win over Phoenix.Kelly pulled out a few nice moves during the match, and the whole thing lasted longer than
the last month of Raw Divas matches combined. Kharma didn't make an appearance, that sadness me, but I was happy with the result and thought WWE did right by including the Divas rather than neglect them like I thought they would. Not the best match ever, but a step in the right direction. Undertaker
vs Triple H (A+) 5 in 8This matched the show for me, but down. When fetishes first started a few months ago I was adamant the opposite of seeing Pranr and Triple H make a third match at Mania.Now that they have, I'm glad no one listened to me. The match will be talked about more for its history than
any other match from last night. The whole thing was done to perfection and Shawn Michaels played his part well. When the final bell bell and Pranr were once again victorious, I wasn't sure how the post-match events would play out. Would someone attack someone else? Would HBK turn on hunters?
What happened was a wonderful show of respect from all three men, as they embraced and helped each other on the back. I couldn't imagine a better ending to the match. If Triple H or Pranr were retiring after that match, it would have been an amazing way to go out. Had it not been for Rock's surprising
victory over Cena, I think this would have been the most talked-about match. Team Johnny vs. Team Teddy (C-) 6 at 8Just knowing that WWE has taken the Money in Banks match from WrestleMania so that makes me very angry. This match did nothing more than give a dozen superstars a small spot,
which I'm sure to appreciate giving it was the biggest night of the year, but the main focus of the match was on the people outside the ring. Teddy Long lost control of SmackDown, like we all knew he would, and now Johnny Ace is in charge of both shows. While I hope this happens, I also hope to match
this better. It had a few nice spots, but the whole thing felt fell and unfortunately planned.12 men on the ring approach just do for too much going on. This could have been a match of four on four and was way better. Now that it is over, I hope a lot of these guys can move on to other things. CM Punk vs
Chris Jericho (A)7 in 8CM Punk and Chris Jericho probably would have had a match that would have been more memorable we didn't have Rock/Cena and Undertaker/Triple H to deal with. The WWE Championship match was no less entertainment to me personally, as those two amazing in-ring
performers did everything they could for them to do the show. With high spots for both men being a few of the highlights, the thing I enjoyed the most was the consistent story of the match. Punk and Jericho made sure that you knew why they care if you were before the night. Talking the trash, the lock-
calling DQ and the constant vertex all made the match much more exciting. Having Jericho put Punk on the way he did will hope to push Punk up to the next level of superstardom. Night on Raw, we'll find out if they're going to keep feuding or if this is the end for them. Rock vs. John Cena (A)8 in 8The
two men who were supposed to have the biggest match in WWE history certainly gave it all last night. The match was just smoothly covered by Triple H and Undertaker in terms of excitement, but not in terms of surprises. While I fully expect the Rock to put Cena on, the rocky hand match kept high and
Cena left sitting on the ramp wondering what had just happened. In a moment ago when Cena tried to pull two Elbow ones, the rock turned to his feet and delivered another rock bottom rock to seal Cena. What's next for Cena is to guess anyone, but I still don't see him turn healing any time soon. I'll re-
watch this match because I've had reports of the live event, but I think it was tied with Jericho/Punk for the second-best match of the night. Thanks for reading, and if you would grade their matches any differently, please feel free to share your thoughts below.0 at 9Credit: WWE.comAfter month of build,
the precarious week with several changes, WrestleMania 36 has finally arrived. Saturday was night 1 of two day events from WWE Performance Center in Orlando, Florida.With everything going into the world right now, some pro wrestling can provide us with a little break from thinking about serious
matters. This year's show has underwent several amendments in the last few weeks: Roman Reigns pulled out of the event, matches have been added and changed on a daily basis, and for the first time, there would be no crowd in attendance. Let's take a look at every match in the first night at
WrestleMania 36. Here is the line for Night 1: AJ Styles vs. Anbataker Becky Lynch vs. Shayna Baszler Daniel Bryan vs. Sami Zayn Kofi Kingston vs. John Morrison vs. Jimmy Uso Elias vs. Korbin Kabuki Hardy Sor. Alexa Blisss and Nikki Cross Goldberg vs. Braun Strowman Kevin Owens vs. Seth
Rollins Drew Gulak vs. Cesaro1 in the 9The Pre-Show featuring a single bottle between Drew Gulak and Cesaro.The former Champions Cruise from the hot gates, but Cesaro's powerful schemes were quick to turn the tables. These are two guys who are known for their technical promises, so there's been
plenty of holding, countdown and counting throughout the fight. Gulak focused most of his offense on Cesaro's right arm. Despite an onslaught of movement from Gulak, the Swiss Superman collected the win with a unique jet spin. Grade: BAnalysisThese man took five minutes and gave us a match a lot



of technical offense. Gulak and Cesaro had great chemistry, and it would be great if this feud developed. It would be nice to see Daniel Bryan, Sami Zayn or Shinsuke Nakamura in the supporting rings the allies, but this was an pleasant segment that didn't overstay its welcome. If anything, it's left we want
more. The Kabuki Warriors vs. Alexa Bliss and Nikki Cross2 at 9Credit: The WWE.comAfter Show in Pre-Earth, Stephanie McMahon gave a special introduction to explain how WrestleMania this year will be different. He never said the coronavirus word but acknowledged the situation. After an intro-
themed video package, Rob Gronkowski welcomed us to the show with the team of Alexa Bliss and Nikki Cross made their way out for the first official match of the show. JBL joined Michael Cole to call the action. Asuka and Bliss started for their team. The empress quickly tagged from Kairi Sane in an
attempt to play some mind games. The Gods did not leave him and took down the Pirates Princess. The champions controlled the majority of the action, but the challenges kept themselves in the fight and burst offense. The final sequence was clever modified together from multiple takes to create a feeling
of mayhem. Lacroix and Bliss each hit their finish on Sane to score the pin and win the women's tag titles. Grades: BAnalysisCross, Sane and Asuka still did a lot of things they would normally do to get the crowd drawn up, which sometimes did for moments left during the match. Bliss seemed to adjust
the best to do without a crowd. Other than that, this was a solid tag team match. Both teams used a lot of dual-team tactics and had a lot of action in ride rings. Asuka and Sane played big breeds using dirty tricks to get an advantage. You could tell where WWE made certain edits but never made us out of
the match. This was better than expected and given hope that WWE could pull off a good show under the circumstances. King Corbin vs. Elias3 at 9Credit: WWE.comKing Corbin tried to claim victory after what he did in Elias eight days ago on SmackDown. The singer ended up making her way into the
ring and breaking her guitar on the back of her opponent. He beat Corbin around the square circle before the ref could even call for the bell. Once they entered the ring, Elias continued to suffer it. The king eventually turned the tie in his favor and slowed the pass down. He spoke a lot of trash, which was
more ordinary than normal without fans drinking him out. They returned, trade count, power movement and near-fall. Elias ended up lifting the victory with a roll, much to Corbin's charin. Grade: C+AnalizThis was one of the least interesting feuds at WrestleMania. There was no foot and the stories did not
go away for long. That being said: Korbin and Elias did a good job. Elias coming out and hitting Corbin with his guitar right away was a smart move to make this feel competitive immediately. To match in the third in a row, WWE has managed to exceed expectations. This could be a boring catastrophe, but
Elias and the King managed to make it competitive. Becky Lynch vs. Shayna at 9By at the end of the first hour, Becky Lynch made her way to the ring for the Raw Women's Championship against Shayna Bassler.The titleholder arrived in her custom truck while the Queen of Spades had a slightly
remiksed entry. The challenge had a confident smile on its face as the champion walked down the ramp. Instead of locking up, they started throwing left and right immediately. As expected, the MMA expert took control and the fight was reversed out of the ring. They worked a stiff style so all the hits were
fapped with a thud. After both women came close to winning several times, Lynch counterpart finished Bassler's get the comb. Grades: B+AnalizLynch and Baszler started strong and never slowed. Their early exchange of short points was an unusual start and the intensity was not notified of the. In a real
battle, the Queen of Spades would destroy Lynch. However, they did a good job making this a competitive bout, especially in the first few minutes. They made a lot of noise but there were few moments left in silence. Other than that, this was a solid performance of the two submission specialists. A lot of
people will upset Basszler didn't win, but the quality of the match is more important, and this was a good one. Daniel Bryan vs. Sami Zayn5 of 9Cesaro and Shinsuke Nakamura accompanied Sami Zayn to the ring while Drew Gulak was there to support Daniel Bryan in his corner while he was challenged
for the international title. Zayn kept rolling in and out of the ring to avoid Bryan until yes the man tried to chase him. Cesaro and Nakamura kept running interfering before Gulak took them out of the approach. The titleholder would have left himself counting but Bryan ran after him and drag him back into the
ring. He took control and beat the Great Liberator of the Matthew. The champion found himself on the receiving end of almost all of Bryan's signature moves until Cesaro and Nakamura returned to take out Gulak. Zayn took advantage of the situation and scored to win to retain his title. Grade: A-AnalizThe
work from Zayn and his crown was perfect. Bryan and Gulak are a great combination and chemistry being on full display in and out of the ring. This was the best-case scenario for this match. Zayn retained his title, Bryan seemed the strong competitors he always is, and the three guys around the ring
contribute in a huge way. When they could hear everything they said with each other to leverage the experience instead of taking away from him.Kofi Kingston vs. Jimmy Uso vs. John Morrison6 in 9Credit: WWE.comThis was a Triple Triple Threat as every team had a competitors fighting for the tag titles
in a bigger match. It was a first for WWE and everyone involved. No one could get a real advantage until the ladder was brought into the ring. Even after John Morrison took control, no one had the upper hand for a long time. These are three guys who used to compete in matches like this, but usually they
have in there with them, especially Jimmy Uso.All three people took huge falls from different points, making the result more unpredicible as the match progressed. Morrison, Uso and Kofi Kingston wound up pulling their belt at the same time, but the sexy Shaman fell on the ladder with their belt in his hand
to win him with the absent wagers. Grades: A-AnalizWe have seen almost everything there to do with a ladder at this point, but these three guys have found a few unique spots. Morrison and Kingston hit some big-stealing moves that could have been a big reaction in the hands of a live crowd. JoMo's
shrine walk through a Spanish fly was amazing. The place when Uso was thrust into a ladder at the floor was framed so we couldn't see the crash pad he likely had headed on and it was only obvious if you were looking for it. This was another great performance. Kevin Owens vs Seth Rollins7 at 9Seth
Rollins entered some gear for his show with Kevin Owens. He took rapper thanks him seriously when he chose his white coat. The minutes early in this match were a pull. They didn't go for headlock and suplex, they tried to hit each other as hard as possible. This was a good back-and-out competition
that saw Rollins hit CO and the ring bell to get himself disqualified. Owens grabbed a mutch and said Monday night thanks to taking the easiest way and has challenged him to continue holding under non-disqualification regulations. Rollins required and hit a running knee as soon as he got back in the
ring. He used the steel steps and a chair as a gun before KO hit him with the ring bell. Owens then climbs to the top of the WrestleMania sign and insert scroll to the ad table. He takes it back into the ring for the three count. Grade: B+ AnalizThis was a great match, but the passage was a bit cut at times.
He may suffer from a little replaced by the production team. Still, Owens and Rollins are two of the best and had an enthusiastic exchange. It just didn't feel like it was any different than what we'd seen had this match taking place on Raw until it resumed. This is another bout that would have benefited
from some people in rings making some noise. CO and Rollins were helped by talking trash, and the sound of the bell hitting Owens at the top was kind of funny. He picked up as he went and became another good match on an unforeseen show. Goldberg vs. Braun Strowman8 at 9Credit:
WWE.comGoldberg opposite Braun Strowman's power and hit three Hits in a row for the first fall of the match. As JBL said so eloquently on comments, these two don't work in the air. A fourth Kirchner put the champion up for the Jackhammer, but the Monster among people toppled him and hit three of
his walking power without going for a comb. However, he hits a final power to get the win and becomes the new universal champion. Grade: CanalysisGoldberg is the kind of wrestler who hit on the crowd, so it was a little strange in this setting for the first time. If you expect this match to be anything more
than three minutes into motion to finish, that is about you. It was what it was, and Strowman is now the universal champion—two years later than he should have been. Goldberg did the job for his opponents just like Bray Wyatt did for him in Super Montredown for his title win. It all comes full circle. The
Undertaker vs AJ Styles9 in the 9After video pack is required, we cut into a keyboard to hear music enter into the Entrance. An audience pulled into the door and two closet people pulled a cake from the back with AJ Styles inside. He sat down and laughed about maniac. And he called for Moses to
appear and fight him as a man. That was when Pranr rolled up on a motorcycle revealing he was back as the Badas American. The Phenomenal One tried to grab a stone as a weapon, but Prause hit him before he had a chance to use it. He dominated the fight for a long time before Styles got in any
offense. Karl Anderson and Luke Gallows showed up with a group of close followers in Deadman's trumpets. He told them to carry on and took them one by one until O.C. had ganged on him. Styles from nowhere break a tonbstone to Pranr's head. As he fought the veteran, sad music began playing in
the background. Phenomenal One has broken a shovel on the Entrepreneur's back to hit him in an open grave. As Styles prepares to push a mountain of dust on it from a dig, the Deadman magically appears behind him. He used some of his supernatural powers to shout out a fire before fighting with the
entire O.C. of his whole. Styles tried to try to apologize to stop the attack and begun the Undertaker not to bury him. The phenom said he respected him for fighting behind him and giving him on giving him a hard battle before turning around and kicking him to the open grave. The request ended the match
by dropping a pile of dust on Styles.Grade: A+ and extra creditAnalsisNot have commented was the right choice as to hear Michael Cole and JBL call this match would have taken us out at that time. This was easily the most unique bottle we've seen in a long time: Everything from the presentation of the
way they fought was different. This was more like an experimental film than a gown-liter match that worked in its favor. WWE has taken a lot of inspiration from Martha's ultimate Deletion and used it to create something special. This was the best possible result for the enterprise at this point in his career.
WWE has done a great job this put together this in a way that has made it look better than it has in years. Year.
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